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GRENOBLE ALPES METROPOLE 



TERRITORY & POPULATION 

 ½ million inhabitants 

 550 km² 

 53% forest 

 19 % agriculture 

 22 % urban area 

Altitude: from 178m to 2193m 

34 of its 49 municipalities within mountainous areas 

GRENOBLE ALPES METROPOLE 



WGs 

GRENOBLE ALPES METROPOLE 
AIR QUALITY & CLIMATE CHANGE 

 To reach +2°C max, we need to reach the carbon neutrality  
in 2050 & compensate remaining emissions with carbon 
sequestration. 

 2030 Objectives: - 50% GES & - 40% energy consumption 
(from 2005 bases) , and a 30% share of renewable energy 

 Air quality a challenge with 23% of the population in 
“vigilance” areas 

 2030 Objectives : -70% Nox, -60% particles, -52% COV 
(from 2005 bases) and the OMS  threshold for PM2,5 



WGs 

GRENOBLE ALPES METROPOLE 
THE 2020-2030 METROPOLITAN CLIMATE AIR ENERGY PLAN 

Adapt  the territory to climate change 
(natural risks, urban development, resources 
preservation) 

Invest in energy transition & air quality 
(energy efficient buildings and transportations, 
Renewable energy)  

Share and develop our resources 
responsibly (waste and water management, 
land conservation, local food supply chains, 
wood sector, sustainable tourism)  

Involve stakeholders (inhabitants, public 
services, companies, civil society…)  

Be exemplary (eco-friendly administration) 
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Aerial cable transport systems can be adapted to all uses and 
challenges of urban mobility. They are worldwide recognized for their 
performance and environmental virtues. Grenoble and its 
neighboring municipalities will welcome this sustainable solution 
meeting collective transport capacities integrated in a global network. 

  

Grenoble urban cablecar 

Transport time  

13,5 min 



Stations 
Particularly compact and simple stations will be 
entirely clad in glass, metal, wood and plants. As 
so-called «balconies» above the city, they offer a 
particularly attractive 360° panoramic view. A 
central platform is used for passengers entry and 
exit. This innovative system provides new 
spaces perfectly designed for urban integration 
and for traffic flows optimization. 



Cabins 
The particularly responsible and contemporary cabin 
design is aware of the challenges of the sustainable 
city. The different configurations offered by POMA 
have been designed with the aim of improving 
accessibility for people with disabilities and reduced 
mobility as well as the reception of bicycles. Their 
overall dimensioning meets operating constraints. 
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Bicycle policy 
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Innovative graphics 

Rental & locker service Métrovélo 

Provisory lanes 



E-scooters & e-bikes in free-floating 
 

Marking of the places by the companies between June and August 2020. 
A launch after authorization issued by the Metropolitan council. 
 
Some figures : 
900 (PONY) e-scooters 200 (TIER) e-bikes 
244 spaces 
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A progressive diesel exit for 2025 


